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Multiple DOTs...One Goal

- CSXT operates in 22 States, 1 Province, and the District of Columbia
- Five CSXT Project Managers cover all Public Projects in those areas
- CSXT requirements apply to all areas equally.
Information Covered in This Manual

- Highway-Rail Grade Crossings
- Bridges Over CSXT
- Bridges Carrying CSXT
- Parallel Roads/Facilities
- U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Projects
- Entry Onto CSXT Property
- Other Projects Involving CSXT Rail Corridors
Priorities and Goals of the Manual

- Establish best practices between CSXT and DOTs
- Detail the important steps project sponsor must follow, with an emphasis on accurate and timely communication.
- Provide general information regarding CSXT’s handling of various project types.
- Provide CSXT’s overhead, undergrade, and drainage criteria
- Provide CSX standard agreements
- Provide additional contacts and resources within CSX
How the COI has benefited CSX
Conclusion

Right Way – Right Results